UNLEASH YOUR "CREATIVITY" REALITY COMPOSER FOR AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) HANDS ON WORKSHOP

Presented by Apple Education

DATE  1 June 2021 (Tue)
TIME  10:00AM - 12:30PM (2.5 hrs)
VENUE  G/F, Huen Wing Ming MPLC, Shaw College, CUHK
LANGUAGE  Cantonese
(Supplemented by English)
SPEAKER  Consulting Engineer from Apple Education (HK & Taiwan)
CONTENT  Introduction of AR Scene
Build-in 3D objects
Object properties
Physics in AR
Triggers in AR
Music In AR

*Participants are required to bring a MacBook /iPad; it can be provided by Apple for those who do not have one

DEPOSIT FEE  HK$100
(Refundable upon completion of workshop)
DEADLINE  14 May 2021 (Fri)
ENQUIRY  Ms. LEUNG Yan-ning
39431549
yanningleung@cuhk.edu.hk

Students from all disciplines are welcomed!